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The purpose of this paper is to study the algebraic independence of numbers 
associated with one-parameter subgroups of commutative algebraic groups. Suf- 
ficient conditions are given for certain fields to have transcendence degree at least 
two over the field of rational numbers. As an application one may deduce 
generalizations of several classical results concerning the algebraic independence of 
values of the ordinary exponential function or the Weierstrass elliptic function. 
c’ 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
In this paper the algebraic independence of certain numbers is studied in 
a rather general setting. The results contained herein apply to several 
classical situations including the ordinary exponential function, a 
Weierstrass elliptic function, and points on an Abelian variety. Some 
applications are given in Section 1. 
Let K be a subfield of C and let G be a commutative algebraic group of 
dimension d> 1, defined over K. Suppose that 4: C + G(C) is an analytic 
homomorphism of additive groups with b(C) Zariski dense in G(C). Then 
q4 factors through the tangent space of G at its identity element, FJC), via 
a linear map L and q5 = exp, 0 L where exp, : &(C) -+ G(C) is the exponen- 
tial map of G. Let WC &(C) denote the C-vector space of least dimension 
which is defined over K and which contains L(C); put n = dim W. Finally 
suppose that Y = Zy , + . . . + Zy, is a finitely generated subgroup of C of 
rank I over Z with 4(Y) c G(K). The general problem is to find conditions 
on 1, n, and d which imply that K contains at least two algebraically 
independent numbers. 
This general problem has a refinement which is considered in this paper. 
Let G,(resp G,) denote the additive (resp. multiplicative) group of 
complex numbers. Suppose that 
G=G$xG$xG,, (1) 
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where G$ is the maximal unipotent factor and G$ is the maximal mul- 
tiplicative factor of G, and Gz is a commutative algebraic group of dimen- 
sion dz which is defined over K. Note that d= d, + d, + d,. A relined ver- 
sion of the general problem is to find conditions on I, n, d,, d, , and d, 
which imply that K contains at least two algebraically independent num- 
bers. 
THEOREM 1. Let K, G, $, Y, and W be as above, with G decomposed as 
in ( 1 ). Jf 
4d-n)>I+2d,+d,+&, (2) 
where 
1 if do = n = 1 
&= 
0 otherwise, 
then 
trans dego K 2 2. 
This result will be deduced, in part, from a slightly stronger theorem 
which holds when Y n ker 4 # 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let K, G, 4, Y, and W be as above with G decomposed as in 
(1). Suppose that Y n ker 4 # 0. Zf 
21(d-n)>,l+2d,+d,, (3) 
trans dego K 2 2. 
Central to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 is an estimate for the number 
of zeros a polynomial can have at points contained in a finitely generated 
subgroup of a quasi-projective group variety. These zeros are counted with 
multiplicities which are defined with respect to a one-parameter subgroup 
of the group variety. In this paper a refinement and generalization of an 
estimate which follows from the work of Masser and Wtistholz [6] is 
required; in Section 3 this estimate, which is due to Philippon [7], is given. 
Additionally, the author thanks Michel Waldschmidt for his assistance and 
encouragement in the preparation of this paper. 
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1. APPLICATIONS 
In this section the theorems announced above are applied to show that 
out of certain sets of numbers at least two are algebraically independent. 
The applications given here focus almost exclusively on values of either 
exponential functions or Weierstrass elliptic functions. Further corollaries 
could be given involving sigma or zeta Weierstrass functions, or abelian 
and quasi-abelian functions. Recall that if m(z) is a Weierstrass elliptic 
function then g(z) is doubly periodic and meromorphic with a lattice of 
periods 
Y=o,Z+w,Z. 
Associated with ~J(z) is a “field” of multiplications K,, defined by 
K = 
i 
Q(dw,) if w2/oI is quadratic, irrational 
’ Q otherwise. 
The significance of K, is that kg(z) and ~~.J(Yz) are algebraically independent 
as functions if and only if y $ K,. 
A Weierstrass elliptic function yields a parametrization of an elliptic 
curve E by letting a(z) denote the associated Weierstrass sigma function. 
Then put 
h(z) = 03(z), f(z) = h(z) m(z), and g(z) = h(z) m’(z). 
It is basic that (h(z), f(z), g(z)) then parametrizes E. The differential 
equation 
(6Q’(z))2 = 4@3(4 -g*@(z) -g, 
explicitly gives the only dependency between these functions; g, and g, are 
called the invariants of ~(2) and may be given explicitly in terms of the 
lattice dip as 
g,=60 1 4, 
wtY\[O) w 
The first applications concern the case where #‘(O)E &(K). In this 
situation n = 1 and Theorems 1 and 2 take the following forms (which were 
announced in [ 123 ). 
THEOREM 3. Let K, G, 4, and Y be as above with 4’(O) E &(K). If 
ld>21+2d2+d,+do, 
then 
trans dego K 2 2. 
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THEOREM 4. Let K, G, 4, and Y be as above with #r’(O) E .To( K). Suppose 
that Y n ker 4 # 0. If 
21d 2 31+ 2d, + d, , 
then 
tram deg, K > 2. 
In all of the applications below an algebraic group G which has a 
decomposition ( 1) is said to be of type (d,,, d, , d, ). 
COROLLARY 1. Let ~(2) be a Weierstrass elliptic junction and suppose 
that y, ,..., y, (12 4) are Z-linearly independent complex numbers. For /3 # 0 
at least two of the finite values among 
g,, g3, B, yi, e"'l. ~J(.v,), 1 <j<l 
are algebraically independent. 
Proof: Suppose that G is a commutative algebraic group of type 
(1, 1, 1) with Gz = E; note that G is defined over Q( g2, g,). Put 
&) = (1, =, 1. dir, h(z),f(=), g(=)), 
where as above h = CJ~, ,f= hg;‘, g = hgj’. Theorem 3 applied to y, ,..., .v, then 
implies the corollary. 
As a special case of Corollary 1 one obtains: Suppose that u(z) has 
algebraic invariants (i.e., g2, g, E Q), that fl= I, and that a, ,..., CL, are 
algebraic numbers with log a, ,..., log a4 Z-linearly independent complex 
numbers. Then at least two of 
loga, ,... ,loga,, V(loga,) ,..., Moga,) 
are algebraically independent. 
Along these lines the following corollary may be deduced. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that 53, ,..., iadz (d, 3 2) are algebraically 
independent Weierstrass elliptic functions and that y, ,..., y, are Z-linearly 
independent complex numbers. If 
d, = 2 
dz = 3 
d, > 4, 
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then 
(i) iJ’ /? # 0, at least two of the ,finite values among 
p, g:“, g:“, eDyl, @iCYi), 1 <i<d,, 1 <j<l 
are algebraically independent, 
(ii) ifa#O, t I a east two of the finite values among 
a, St’, g:1), ay,, SJi(Y,), I ,<i,<d,, 1 ,<j<f 
are algebraically independent. 
ProoJ Let G be a commutative algebraic group of type (0, 1, d2) (for 
(i)) or of type (1, 0, dz) (for (ii)) with 
G,= E, x ... x Ed?. 
Define an analytic homomorphism 4: C + G(C) by 
4(z)= (1, ~2, 1, ep', hl(~),fi(zX gl(z),..., h&Lfd2(zh g&)), 
where in (i) put M =0 and in (ii) put /?= 0. Then the result follows from 
Theorem 3. 
There are several particular cases of Corollary 2 which may be worth 
noting: 
(I ) Let G be of type (0, 1,2) where gaz(z) = y*p(yz) with y $ K,. Sup- 
pose that 6 = 1, and ,tj = log clj (tx, E Q) for 1 <j d 5 with y, ,..., y, Z-linearly 
independent. Then at least two of the finite values among 
g2% g3, Y, @(log @j)* PC? log aj)t 1 djG5 
are algebraically independent. 
(2) Let G be of type (l,O, 4) with pi(z)= (/~-‘u)~~(/?~-~uz) i= 1, 2, 
3, 4, where /I is a complex number with 1, 8, f12, fi’ K,-linearly independent. 
Put ti = 1 and ~1, = /I- ‘, j= 1, 2, 3. Then at least two of the finite values 
among 
A 4 g,, g,, kJ(U), P(PU),..7 a@‘4 
are algebraically independent. In particular, for any UEC* if a(z) has 
algebraic invariants then at least one of 
is transcendental. (This is also a consequence of Theoreme 4.2.1 of [15].) 
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A slightly different version of the first part of Corollary 2 is also possible. 
For this result more than one exponential function is employed. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that U,(Z),..., p&z) are algebraically indepen- 
dent and y, ,..., y, are Z-&earl-v independent with d, > 2 and 12 3, or d, = 1 
and I > 4. If ~14 Q then at least two of the finite values among 
g:“, gy), a, e’l, e”?l, p,(yi), 1 <<id?, 1 <j</ 
are algebraically independent. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3 to G of type (0,2, d,) where G, = 
E, x . . x E, and 
b(z) = (1, e’, 1, e”‘, h,(z) ,..., gJz(z)). 
Remark. Theorem 3 also implies some earlier results of Tijdeman [IO] 
which have been given a general formulation by Brownawell [2], as well as 
their elliptic analogues which have been given recently by Masser and 
Wiistholz [4]. To state these results let $J(:) be a Weierstrass elliptic 
function with field of multiplications K,. Suppose that {LX~ ,..., ~1~ } are 
K,-linearly independent and that {B, ,..., ljN 1 are Z-linearly independent. 
The following results are then easy deductions from Theorem 3. 
(i) If NM 2 2N + M then at least two of 
a,, e+, 1 <idM, 1 <,j<N, 
are algebraically independent. Moreover, if NM 3 2N + 2M then at least 
two of the finite values among 
gz, g33 ai, k3(aiBlL I<i<M, I,<j<N 
are algebraically independent. (Compare [2, Theorem 23 and [4, Theorem 
23.) As special cases one obtains the classical results: 
(a) Suppose a #O, 1 and /? are algebraic numbers with b cubic 
over Q, then ap, aB2 are algebraically independent. 
(b) Suppose @(u)EQ and fi is cubic over K,; then if ~J(z) has 
algebraic invariants and complex multiplication, m(/Iu) and @(f12u) are 
algebraically independent. 
(ii) If NM> NS M then at least two of 
a,, B,, ezipf, l<i<M,l<jdN 
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are algebraically independent. Moreover, if NM > N + 2M then at least two 
of the finite values among 
g2, g3, ai, F,, 63(Oi), t<i<A4, t <jdN 
are algebraically independent (cf. [2, Theorem 33 and [4, Theorem 43). 
Theorem 4 also has some interesting arithmetic consequences for values 
of exponential and elliptic functions. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that v, ,..., fdd2 are algebraicahv independent 
Weierstrass functions with a common nonzero period o. Suppose that CO, 
y, ,..., .vk are Z-linearly independent complex numbers. If 
k>, 
i 
3, d, = 2 
1, d,a3, 
then at least two qf the finite values among 
g:“, g:“? kJ;(Y,), 1 <i<dz, 1 dj<k 
are algebraically independent. 
Proof: Suppose that G is of type (0, 0, d,) with G, = E, x ... x EdI and 
let 
d(=) = (h,(zh.f,(,-1, g,(=L h,(zLf&k g,,(z)). 
The hypothesis above implies that w  E ker 4 and the corollary then follows 
from Theorem 4 applied to the points w, y,, yz, y3 when d, =2 or to w, y1 
when d, 2 3. 
Remark. The case d, = 2 implies Theorem 4.2, p. 314 of [3]. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that @, and $oz are algebraically independent 
with a common period w. Suppose further that u and 2ni are Z-linearly 
independent. Put t = o/2ni. Then at least two of the finite values among 
t”“gp), eU, tz~oi(tu), j= 1, 2, k=2, 3 
are algebraically independent. 
Proof Let a(z)= t2@l(tz.) and ~J*(z)= t2@,(tz). The invariants of p 
(resp. p *) are t2kgi1) (resp. t2kgy’) for k = 2, 3. Let E and E* denote the 
elliptic curves parametrized by m(z) and p*(z) respectively; put 
G = G,,, x E x E*. Then apply Theorem 4 to 
4(z) = (1, erT h(z),f(z), g(z), h*(z),f *(z), g*(z)) 
at the points u and 2ni (2xiE ker 4). 
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As an application of Corollary 5 assume that the lattice of periods for 
&a,(z) is Zo, +Zw, with gi’) and g\‘) both algebraic. Assume that 
T = w2/o, is not imaginary, quadratic and let ~~(2) denote the elliptic 
function associated with the lattice Zw, + ZTO,. If a is algebraic with log /3 
and 27ri Z-linearly independent then at least two of 
are algebraically independent. 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose that 63(z) is a Weierstrass elliptic function, w  is 
a period of p(z), and uI, u2, 2rci are Z-linearly independent. Put t = w/2xi. 
Then at least two qf the,finite values among 
t4g,, t’g,, e”, e”, t’@(tu,), t2-J(tu,) 
are algebraically independent. 
Proof. Let k;,*(z) = t’g(tz) and let E* denote the associated elliptic 
curve. Put G = G, x E* and apply Theorem 4 to 
9(z) = (1, e’, h*(=),,f*(z), g*(-1) 
at the points u, , u?, 271i. 
Corollary 6 has several interesting consequences. 
(1) Suppose u,=(27ci/o)v, with ~(v~)EQ for j=1,2 and that 
u,, u?, 2ni are Z-linearly independent, and g,, g, E 0. Then at least two of 
are algebraically independent. 
(2) Suppose u,=log ai (c(,E Q) for ,j= 1, 2 and that u,, u?, 27ri are 
Z-linearly independent, and g,, g, E Q. Then at least two of 
f, $J (++ &’ (&log%) 
are defined and are algebraically independent. 
In particular if g,, g,, tl, , and a, are real, and w  E iR, then 
w - and 
71 
@ (eloga,)+iM (gloga,) 
are algebraically independent. 
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(3) Suppose that the period lattice for 6W is 
Y=Zloga+Z2ni,aEQ*. Let d denote the discriminant of 9’ and 
choose u with tl, log cy, 2ni Z-linearly independent. Then at least two of 
27ci 
J log CY ( ) 
- 4 e”, m(u) 
’ 
are algebraically independent. 
In particular if u = log B for some fl E Q, then at least two of 
and &a% P) 
are algebraically independent. If p(log /I) is transcendental and 8, g,, g, 
are real this implies that 
and 
are algebraically independent. 
In each of the corollaries above it was assumed that d’(O) E&(K), i.e., 
n = 1. Applications reminiscent of those above are possible for larger values 
of n but only one is given here. This corollary, which is a consequence of 
Theorem 1, provides an elliptic analogue to Theorem 3.1 of [3, Chap. 23. 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose that a ,,.,., CI~ are Z-linearly independent and 
PI 3..-1 BM are K,-linearly independent sets of complex numbers. Assume that 
F is an arbitrary subfield of C of transcendence degree at most 1 over Q con- 
taining the invariants g, and g, of @. Let r, denote the number of elements in 
{ fl, ,..., fi,,,t > which are F-linearly independent and r2 + 1 denote the number of 
elements in ( 1, j3, ,..., b,,,,} which are F-linearly independent. 
(i) If NM>N+2M+r,N then one of p(picIi), l<j<M, IQi<N, 
is transcendental over F. 
(ii) If NMaN+2M+r,N and r,>O then one of ai, p(fijrq), 
1 <j < M, 1 ,< i < N, is transcendental over F. 
ProoJ (i) G is qf type (0, 0, M) with N = 1, n = r, and 
~~(z)=(~(P,z),~(B~z), g(B,z),...,h(B~z),f(B~z),g(B~z)). 
(ii) Gisoftype(l,O,M) with N=Z,n=r,+l and 
M=) = (1, z, d,(z)). 
Remark. Theorem 3.1, Chap. 2 of [3] may be similarly deduced from 
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Theorem 1; and, the consequences of Theorem 3.1 for the algebraic 
independence of two numbers derived in Chap. 2 of [3] may be given 
elliptic analogues by Corollary 7. 
The last result of this section is a consequence of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 8. Suppose that G is a commutative algebraic group defined 
over a subfield K of C with tram deg,K < 1. Suppose that I$ C -+ G(C) is an 
analytic homomorphism with 4(C) Zariski dense in G(C) and with n defined 
as above. Then ker q5 # 0 and dim G 3 2n + 1 imply 
4(C) C-J G(K) s W%,,, . 
Proof: Choose UI E ker d, w  # 0, and u E C with d(u) E G(K). Let JJ, = o, 
yz = u, and apply Theorem 2 where d = dz and I= 2. Since trans degoK ,< 1 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2 cannot hold and o, u must be Z-linearly 
dependent. Therefore 4(u) E G(K),,,,. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose that K is a subfield of C of transcendence degree r over Q. Then 
there exists 8, ,..., 8, in C such that K is an algebraic extension of degree k 
of QCe, ,..., 0,], say K=Q[e ,,..., 8,, r] with q integral over Z[e ,,..., e,]. 
Let c?, = z[e, ,..., f?,, q]. For CLE K* there is a representation 
(4) 
with P, ,..., P, coprime polynomials in Z[8, ,..., e,]. Recall that for a 
polynomial PE Z[X, ,..., X,] the height of P, ht(P), is the maximum 
absolute value of its coefficients. The size, t(P), of P is then defined by 
t(P) = max { log ht( P), 1 + deg,, P ,..., 1 + deg,, P}. 
Hence when c1 is represented as in (4) put 
t(ct) = max(t(P,),..., f(Pk)}. 
The following easy estimates then hold. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose K is as above. 
(i) If aI ,..., a, are nonzero elements of Cok, with a, + . . + a,,, # 0, 
then 
((aI + ... +a,)< max t(a,)+logm. 
I<iCm 
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(ii) There exists a constant c, >O, depending only on O,,..., 8,, and q, 
such that for all (a, ,..., a,) E (K*)” one has 
t(a, + . . . +a,)<c,(t(a,)+ ... +t(a,)), 
ifa,+ . . . + a, # 0, and, 
t(a, . ..a.)Gc,(t(a,)-t ... + t(a,)). 
Furthermore, for all a E K*, 
t(l/a) d cl t(a). 
Proof: Standard. 
For a point aE P,(K) the size, t(a), of a is the least real number T for 
which there exists a system of homogeneous coordinates (a,,,..., aN) of a 
with CY, E 0, (0 <j < N) such that 
max ( ‘(ai)} d T. 
OSj<N 
A morphism f: G -+ P, defined over K then defines a size tf for elements of 
G(K); namely, tl(g) = t(f(g)). 
Serre [9] has shown that when G is delined over an arbitrary subfield K 
of C there exist rational functions fo,..., fN defined over K such that 
f= (fO,-,fN): G -+ pN is an embedding; and, there are entire functions 
ul,,..., YN, of order at most 2, with Y =fo exp, given by 
Y = ( vl,,..., YIN): &(C)-,P,(C). 
If &(C) is identified with Cd= ((pi ,..., z~}: Z~E C} then for each j, 
OGj<N, when Yi#O 
is stable under a/azi. (For details see, e.g., [8].) 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. There exists a constant c2 > 0, depending only on 1, 
0, ,..., tl,, 9, and N, such that for all 
s = (s, )..., s,) E N’ 
there exist multihomogeneous polynomials 
Fo,,,..., FN.S E Cl~[X&” ,..., A’-;) ,..., Xb” ,..., X$] 
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with 
(a) degree in each set of homogeneous variables at most 
2 
C2maXlG,.fsi, 
(b) coefficients in 0k of size at most c2( 1 + max, s, <, sf), such that 
(F,,,(f(Y,),...,f(Y,)),..., F,,,(f(Y,),...,,f(Y,))) 
are projective coordinates of s, y, + ... + s,y,. 
In the case that K is a number field this is a theorem due to Serre [9, 
Proposition 5, p. 1971 and in the general case it is due to Waldschmidt. 
The proof given here follows that of Waldschmidt [ 141. 
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a constant c, > 1, depending only on 8,,..., Q,, 
and n such that for all y, and y2 in G(K) 
tl-(Yl +Y,) d c,(t,(y,) + tf.(yz)), 
Proof. Choose homogeneous coordinates of ,f(y , ) and f (J12) with 
t(fb;)) d f, for i-1,2. 
Since there are polynomials in f (y, ) and ,f( vz) which are homogeneous 
coordinates of ,f(y , + y2) the lemma follows from an application of 
Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.4 (Serre, [9]). Suppose that G is taken as embedded in P, as 
described above. For all h E Z there exist N + 1 polynomials 
qj”’ E K[X,,..., A’,] (0 <j d NJ, 
homogeneous of degree h”, which are not simultaneously zero at any point qf 
G, such that ,for all a E G 
h. a = (cpb”‘(a),..., q$J(a)). 
Proof. Corollary 2 of Proposition 3 [9]. 
The following corollary to the above lemma may then be deduced. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let h E Z. There exists a constant cq > 0, depending on 
8, ,..., 8,, n, N and h, such that for all a E G(K) 
tf(ha) < h2t,(a) + cq log max(e, t,(a)). 
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Proof Essential to this proof is the following estimate due to 
Waldschmidt: for 
a, v..., a, E QCe, ,..., Or, ~1 
one has 
t(a, . ..a.)< f t(a,)+rm~‘logt(ai)+(m--l)c, 
,=I I=1 
where c5 depends only on 8, ,..., 0,, r]. To establish the above inequality one 
first shows by induction that 
t(a,...a,)< i t(ai)+‘yd(ai)+(m-l)c,, 
i=l ,=I 
where when 
a= i P,~‘-‘EQ[B ,,..., O,,r]] 
i= I 
one puts 
max degX,P,+ 1 
I <i<k 
Note that d(a) < r log t(a). 
Suppose that for 0 <j < N 
@‘(fW) = c c;yf~(a)~ . .f$(a). 
i = (io,....t*) 
By multiplying through by a denominator one may assume that all of 
cj,‘;‘, f;(a) (i = (iO,..., iNjr 0 d j < N) 
lie in Z[8, ,..., 8,, ~1. Then 
tf(ha) G m,ax t(cpjYf(a))) 
d max 
( 
max (t(c$f$(a) . . .f$(a))) + 10g(h2 + 1 JN 
> 
. 
i 
However, 
t(@f’$(aj . . .fg(a) j < t(c$)) + 2 [ijt(fi(a)) + r log t(fi(u))] + h2c, 
j=O 
from which the corollary follows. 
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Remark. For a E G let 
txa)=inf{tbe: tha)btj; 
then it follows from Corollary 2.5 that 
t;(hka) 6 c,hzk $(a). 
where c6 depends on 8, ,..., t?,, 4, N, and h. 
The proof of Proposition 2.2 may now be given by using an idea 
developed by Altman [ 1, Proposition 2.21. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.3 it follows that 
t,(x,+ .” +x,)6 i c$+ ’ ‘,(X,). 
, = 0 
Let B= [A+ 11 so that B2 > c3. For any h 2 I express h in base B as 
h=h(,+h,B+ ... +hkBk, 
where O<h,<B and Bk<h. Then for aeG 
r,(h) d i c<+ ’ t;( h, B’a) 
/=O 
6 5 c;+ ‘(c6 B*’ t;(hia)), 
/=o 
where the latter inequality holds by the remark following Corollary 2.5. 
However, t;(h+z) < ~,$(a) with c, depending on 8, ,..., 0,, q, N, and B. 
Hence 
t,(h)6 (c3c5c7) 2 Cc3 B*Y$(a) 
;=o 
d c8((cJ B*)’ + ’ - I ) t;(a) 
< c,h”t;(a), 
where c8 and cg depend on 9, ,..., 8,, q, N, and B. Then for si # 0, 
‘/lsiYi) 6 C9Sj2maX{t;(yj), fx-Y;)}. 
Therefore, when (s, ,..., s,) # (0 ,..., 0) 
which implies Proposition 2.2. 
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In this paper G will be taken as embedded into a product of projective 
spaces as follows. When G has a decomposition as in (1) embed Gz into P, 
via the mapping f given in Serre [9] and described briefly above. Then 
is defined by 
( -lU) -, 1..., -(U) “d” 1 *(ml - , ,..., =:yv (z)). 
3. THE ZEROS ESTIMATE 
In 1981 Masser and Wiistholz [IS] announced several estimates for the 
total order of vanishing a polynomial can have on a finite subset of a 
finitely generated subgroup of a quasi-projective group variety (the order of 
vanishing is measured along a one-parameter subgroup of the variety). The 
proofs of these results (with slight refinements) have been given recently 
[6] as corollaries of more general theorems. The results announced in [S] 
have already had several applications [ 13, 16, 18, 111. However, these 
estimates are not sufficient for the present paper due to a class of con- 
ditions (e.g., line (42) of Theorem A, p. 514 [S]) which (depending on your 
point of view) either restricts the number of derivatives which may be con- 
sidered or increases the number of points which must be taken into 
account. Philippon [7] has recently proved a theorem which suftices for 
the results of this paper and for completeness this result is given here. 
Suppose that G is a commutative algebraic group defined over C with a 
decomposition (1). As in Section 2 take G embedded in the multiprojective 
space P = P, x P,, x P,,,. Suppose X is a finite subset of G which contains 
the origin of G and let 
X(m)= {x, + ... +xm:xiEX} 
with the additional notation that X(O)= (0). 
To state the basic zeros lemma required in this paper call an algebraic 
subgroup H of G incompletely defined in G by equations of degree 
(Do, D,, Dz) if the ideal of H is generated modulo the ideal of G by mul- 
tihomogeneous polynomials of multidegree at most (D,, D,, D,). 
For an analytic subgroup 4: C” -+ G(C) define the order of vanishing of a 
multihomogeneous polynomial, at a point, along d(C) as in [6]. Then with 
A =4(C) the following proposition has been proved by Philippon. (The 
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constant C, in this proposition depends only on G and its embedding into 
multiprojective space.) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let T E N and suppose that P is a multihomogeneous 
polynomial of multidegree (DO, D,, D2) with Dz 6 min{D,, D, j, which 
vanishes to order at least dT + 1 along A at each point of X(d). Let Z denote 
the variety of P. There exists a constant C, and a connected algebraic sub- 
group H of G, incompletely defined in G by equations of multidegree at most 
(D,, D,, D2), contained in a translate of Z n G, such that 
T+cod,(A n H) 
cod,(A n H) > 
card((X+ H)/H) < C,D;pD;lD$*, 
where G; (resp. G;) is the maximal unipotent (resp. multiplicative) factor of 
G/H and where 
dimG/H=r=r,+r,+r,. 
Proof. Theoreme [7]. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let K, G, 4, Y, and W be as in the statement of Theorem 2. For each 
commutative algebraic group H # 0 defined over K let G? (resp. Gt;) 
denote the maximal unipotent (resp. multiplicative) factor of H. Then 
H=G$xGzxH, with dim H,=h, and dim H=h=h,+hj+hz. For 
each one-parameter subgroup Cp H : C + H(C) with associated Lie map L, 
(i.e., dH = exp,oL,) let W,,, denote the smallest dimensional vector 
subspace of rti(C) defined over K which contains L(C). 
DEFINITION. A triple (H, #H, W6,,) as above is said to be Y-admissible if 
(i) cd,(C) is Zariski dense in H(C), and, 
(ii) qSH( Y) G H(K). 
Let 
g,,={(H,#H, W,,,):(H,$,, W,,)is Y-admissible; kerd,nY#O; 
and dim W6,,=u with 21(h-w)>,l+2h,+h,). 
Clearly (G, 4, W) l g,; and no generality is lost if G is assumed to satisfy 
dim G = minidim H: (H, $H, W,,) E g,}. 
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Remark. Since Y n ker 4 # 0 assume that y1 E ker 4. If G has a decom- 
position as in (1) then y, # 0 implies that d, = 0. (To see this, if do > 0 let 
71,: G -+ C$ denote the projection mapping. Then 7c, 0 4: C -+ Cd0 is a non- 
trivial analytic homomorphism (of additive groups) with a nontrivial 
kernel. This is impossible.) Similarly, d, < 1. 
Choose a basis for &(C) over K, which then identifies &(C) with C“; 
and let II, ,..., u,, be a basis for W over C, where without loss of generality 
II, E I($. (1 < i 6 n). Let U denote the matrix whose ith row is II,. Then for 
z E C” there exist vectors fiJ,, p ,,..., pd2 in (0% (the columns of U) such that 
Z.~=(Bd,.Z,PI’Z1...rP~~.Z). 
Hence EO exp, restricted to W may be expressed as a function on C” by 
(1, exp(lL, . z), h,(z),..., 12,(z)), 
where 
h(z)=Eaexp,,(p, ‘z ,..., pdX.z). 
Furthermore, since L(C)E W one may write L(z)= l,(z). u1 + ... + 
I,,(:) . II,, with each l,(z) = 1,. : a linear function (1 6 i < n): we have 
$=E~~exp,~L:C-+G(C)cP,,xP,,,. 
Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold and that the transcen- 
dence degree of K over Q is less than 2. If K is a number field then 
ThCorkme 3.1.1 of [ 151 implies that d(C), the Zariski closure of 4(C) in 
G(C), is one dimensional. Hence dim G = 1 contrary to (3). Therefore the 
transcendence degree of K over Q is 1 and K may be represented as 
K= Q[0, q] with q integral over Z[O]. 
Let 9 denote the bihomogeneous ideal of all polynomials which vanish 
on G and let 
&2d*+d, +I- 1 
d-n 
(hence 6 > 2). 
Then the following proposition may be deduced. (In this section, then in 
the next, the constants c,, c2 ,... are numbered anew, are effective, and 
depend at most on G, 8, ,..., 8,, q the embedding of G into multiprojective 
space, the basis of yG(C) over K, the basis of W over K, and Y.) 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a constant c, > 0 such that for all S 2 cl the 
following holds. There exists a bihomogeneous polynomial 
P(Y, X) E O/JY, X]\F3 
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of bidegree at most (c,S”~‘,C,S”~~) with coefficients of sire at most 
c,S’ log S, such that the function 
F(z)=P(l,exp(B,;z),h(z)) (6) 
satisfies 
Proof Define integers L, D, and T by 
L=[S” ~‘1, D= is”-’ , [ 1 T= [S”] (7) 
with 0 cc’ < 1 chosen later. Let .$ be a basis for the system of 
bihomogeneous monomials YE. Y’;;l X2.. X2 of bidegree (L, D) which 
are linearly independent modulo 9. Define 
P(Y, X)= C aj,kYiXk 
yixk E .g 
with undetermined coeffkients aj, k. 
Associated with P there is an entire function F(z) defined by (6); and, for 
y E Y put F,.(z) = F(z + L(y)). For z in a neighborhood of zero, Lemme 2.1 
of [S] implies that there exist bihomogeneous polynomials AO,, ,..., A,, , 
with coeffkients in 0, and jti’ # 0 with 1;1’( = c5 such that 
G,.(z) = (I-‘) -“F,.(z) 
= P(1, exp(lL, . (z + L(.v))), h,,,.(h(z), h(L(~))),..., 
x A,,,.(Mzh h(Uy)))). 
Rewriting one obtains 
G,,(Z) = C aj,kPj,k,,Al~ exP(B,, Z), h(z)). 
YiXk E .I 
Choose hi(z) such that h,(O)#O. Then there exists A” #O with Ii” <ct 
such that with d’ = deg, Pj,k,l 
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Proposition 2.2 implies that t(h(L( y))) < c, S2. Hence b,,j,k, ,, E K satisfy 
t(bt,j,k,J.) 6 c*(DS2 + LS+ ItI log D). 
The system of equations 
1 bt.j,k, ,,aj,k =O 
YiXk t .I 
for t E N” with (t 1 < T and JJ E Y(S) is a system of no more than T”S’- ’ 
equations (since F( z + L( JJ, )) = F(z)) in card($) 2 cg L“lDd’ unknowns. 
With c’ chosen to be sufficiently small, (3) together with the choices of 6, L, 
D, and T implies by Siegel’s lemma (e.g., Lemma 1.2.2 [ 171) that there is a 
nontrivial solution to the system of equations above with aj,k E fiK satisfying 
f(aj,k) ~ c,,(DS’ + LS + T log D). 
The next proposition is an application of Proposition 3.1 to the 
polynomial P(Y, X) of the above lemma. Recall that no generality is lost by 
taking y, E ker 4. Then for nonnegative reals S, and S put 
Y(S,, S)= {s,y, + “. +s,p,:o<s, <S,,O6s;<S,j=2 )...) f}. 
For notational simplicity let 8F denote (8i’l/&l,l . . .a~:;) F. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let P( Y, X ) be as in Lemma 4.1 and F(z) be defined 
by (6). There exists a constant c, , > 0 such that for some t,,e N” with 
It,1 < T/2 and some yoE Y(S’“i”+‘, c,,S) 
(~“‘N~.Y,)) Z 0 (8) 
and 
log I(@‘F)(L(y,))( < --c,~S’~“)~+‘. (9) 
Proof Since y, E ker 4 it follows from Lemma 4.2 that 
(a’F)(L(y)) = 0 
for 0 6 ItI < T, .V E Y(S’“!*)+ ‘, S). For ItI < T/2 put 
g, = (a’F)(U,-)I. 
Then 
‘gt(z)= 1 t, ,r;,! (f++)(Z+“F)(L(z)) (10) 
,1’, <k I . I? 
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implies that g,(z) vanishes to order at least T/2 for ~1 E Y(S, , S) where 
S, = S’6’2’+ ‘. Therefore 
For c,~ sufficiently large this integral representation together with 
log max Ig,(i)l < c,,(LS, + Dst) 
Ii1 < WSI 
and 21>6 implies 
log max Ig,(c)l < --c,~S(~“)~‘+’ 
ICI <~lSSI 
(11) 
for ~,~dfc,,. 
To apply Proposition 3.1 take A = exp,( IV) and suppose that G’ is a 
connected algebraic subgroup of G with cod,G’ = r and cod, A n G’(C) = s 
where 
G/G’ = G; x G;;, x G2 
with dim G?, = rz (as usual G;;) (resp. G:;,) denotes the maximal unipotent 
(resp. multiplicative) factor of G/G’). Of course r. = 0 and 0 < r, < 1. Let 
4: C + G/G’(C) denote 4 composed with the canonical mapping G -+ G/G’. 
For i = 2,..., I put y, = $( ~a,) and define a finite subset X of G by 
X=;l,Z(c,,S/d)+ “. +y,Z(c,,S/d,, 
where c,, > 0 is chosen below. Note that if h: denotes the maximal number 
of Y?,..., I’, which are linearly independent modulo G’ then ti < I- 2 implies 
r = 1. (If K 6 I- 2 then d is (at least) doubly periodic and therefore G/G’ is 
an elliptic curve. Hence r = 1.) Therefore K 2 I - 1 provided r > 1 and 
! 
(c,,S/d)‘- ‘3 r>l 
card( (A’+ G’)/G’) 3 
(c,,SP)‘~ 2, r= 1. 
Suppose 
card( (X + G/)/G’) < C, L” P. 
Then when r > 1 
(12) 
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Taking c,, sufficiently large and recalling the choice of T, L, and D in (7) 
one obtains r < d and 
6(r-s)31+2rz+r, - 1. 
However 21> 6, hence 21( r - s) >, I + 2r, + r, . This last inequality implies 
that (G/G’, 4, W/Wn &,) E g,,, contrary to the choice of G. Thus (12) 
cannot hold if r > 1. 
When r = 1 recall that A is Zariski dense in G(C), hence s > 1. Therefore 
(12) cannot hold by the choice of parameters (7). 
Then by Proposition 3.1 there exists t, E N” and yO E Y(S,, c,, S) with (8) 
holding. Moreover the estimate (9) follows from (11). 
The conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2 rests on a corollary to the 
above proposition. 
COROLLARY 4.3. For S 3 cIX there exists a nonzero polynomial 
&(.u) E Z[.Y] wtith 
t(Q,, d c,,s” log s 
\tlitk Qs( 0) # 0 and 
log lQs(B)j < -C*(J”‘*‘“+‘. 
The deduction of Theorem 2 from Corollary 4.3 is standard. For S large 
enough, say S> S,, the estimates 
(S+ l)“log(S+ 1)<2 
s” log S ’ 
and -C,*S(3/2)h+/< -5pqog2s 
hold, the latter since 21> S. Hence the sequence of polynomials (P,),, N 
defined by P,,,(X) = Qs,+ ,,(x) satisfies 
log Ip,,(e)l < -56,(6,, + Y??,) 
with 
degP,66,=c,,(S,+m)“log(S,+m) 
log ht P, ,< y, = c,.J SO + m)” log( S, + m). 
It follows from Gelfond’s criterion (Sharpened Criterion, p. 24 [Z]) that 8 
is algebraic; hence K is a number field contrary to the hypotheses above. 
Therefore the proof of Theorem 2 will be complete once Corollary 4.3 is 
established. 
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Proof (of Corollary 4.3). For each I, j (1 < 16 d 0 <j 6 N) there exists a 
differential operator 
A(,,: K[Y,$f ,..., pK[Y,$ ,...) y 
valid on G,=Gn {X,#O} (if G,#O) such that 
W(z)) 
lT exP(fldl “h h,(L(z)) 
h(z) 
l,exp(fl,;z),- 
h,(Z) )I z = L(z) 
on @‘(G;), since the ring 
K ho(z) 
[ 
hdz) -__ 
h,(z) ‘...’ h,(z) 1 
is closed with respect to partial differentiation a/&,, I < I < d. For each ,j 
put A,=Z’d,,,. 
By the theory of theta functions and [9] there exists an index j, such 
that Ih,,(L(y,))l > exp( -CAMS’); moreover, for each j 
max Ih,(L(z))l bexp(c,,r’). 
/:I s I 
Put 
i(z) = h,& + Uyo)) F(z + L(g,,)L 
where d = deg, P. 
There exist bihomogeneous polynomials A”,..., A, which represent an 
addition formula for G7, valid in a neighborhood of h(L(y,)). Hence for z 
near 0 
i(z) = P(L exp(ib. 4 ew(fb,~ W,h NW, h(W,)H) 
A;@(z), h(Wo))) 
Therefore 
= p 1, exp(lL,. z) ew(B,, . L(Y,))~ A 
h(z) Who)) 
mo’ h 
10 10 
(L(y 
0 
)) 
_ pCl, 
- ( 
y' x' yx 
'xjo' 2," ! I  (Y'.X') = E CxpGlz).' 
IY.X)=Ww) 
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where P(r) is bihomogeneous in the variables Y’, X’ and Y, X separately, of 
bidegree in each at most (c,,S”- ‘, c,,S”- ‘); and PC’) has coefficients of 
size at most c,,S* log S. 
Then with t, = It, 1 
( 
10 
;+...+; A; 
h(z) Who)) i(z) 
=I Zd H ( h,o(z)' hjo(L(YO)) > 1 2=0 
= ~(.27.s- ’ P'2' 
( )I 
y _ff_ 
' xh fY.X,=Q(d 
where PC” E K[Y, X] has bidegree at most (c,,S’~ ‘, c,,S”- 2, with coef- 
ficients of size at most c,,(S” log S + to log( to + 1)) 6 cj, S” log S, and 
Q(O)=E& with ~EL’$+~+~ and 111 =c,,#O. 
Moreover P”‘($(yo)) # 0 and one verifies from the above estimates that 
log I P”‘(c$(y,))/ < -c33s(3’2)h+‘. 
Applying the polynomials F, ,*,..., F,,, of Proposition 2.2 associated with 
j’o= (y ,,..., l’,)‘S 
pc2’(L ewNL, WY~))~ NWY,~..., WY,)))) 
-[ 
_ Fjo.s(h(L(Y,)),..., ~(L(YI))) degXp’*’ p~2,cgty )). 
hjo(L(YO)) 1 0 
Hence 
1% IPf2’(l, ev(fb,. UY,)), FVWY, )L Wy,))))l 
< + 
\ 34 
SC~/ZI~S+/ 
(13) 
Furthermore since 4(Y) c G(K) there exist nonzero complex numbers 
I., ,..., E.,, to with to E [OK and vectors 5, ,..., 5, E L$! + N + 2 such that 
ev(iL, ‘L(Y0))=i0t09 h(L(Yj))=Ajkj (1 <j<o, 
where t(C.,) d c&j and t(kj) Q c36 (1 <j< I). Thus from PC*) one obtains 
= ddegyfi2) 
0 (2, 
. . . ;1,)wS*degx P”’ 
p’3’(L lo, L,..., 5,). 
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P’j’ satisfies the same estimates for its degree and the size of its coefficients 
as Per’, possibly with different constants. From (13) it follows that 
log IP,( 1, <,,, 5, ,.... k/,1 < -ci8s’? 210+‘. 
In turn co and each coordinate of each of 5, ,..., 5, may be expressed as a 
polynomial in 8 and r] (recall that K = Q[e, q] with q integral over Z[O]). 
Regrouping terms and multiplying by a denominator yields 
P4’(s, y) E I(s,[s, ~1 with deg P “) 6 ci9s” log S, and coefficients in Pn of 
size at most c4,jS’) log S such that 
Let f&(-u) = Norm, o,,,, P’4’(s, q). Then Q,Js) is an integral polynomial 
with Qs(tI) # 0 and 
which satisfies the estimate 
log lQs(fI)I < -(.20s’3 2’c’+ ‘. 
This concludes the proof of Corollary 4.3 and therefore of Theorem 2. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The proof of Theorem 1 follows the same general outline as the proof of 
Theorem 2 given in Section 4 with the exception that the function 
associated with the constructed polynomial in this case will not be periodic. 
This makes the proof slightly different. 
As in the first paragraph of Section 4 consider all Y-admissible triples 
(JT 4~~~ W9,,) and put 
g:,= I(H, dm WI,,): (H, dH, Wd,,) is Y - admissible; 
dim W,,, = w  with /(/I -0) >, I+ 2hz + h, + E 
wherec= 1 ifh,=w= 1 ands=Ootherwisej. 
Note that (G, d, W) E g:, and without loss of generality 
dimG=min(dim H:(H,#,, Wd,,)Egi,). 
Assume that K, G, q5, Y, and W satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 but 
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not the conclusion. The conditions (2) then imply that the transcendence 
degree of K over Q is exactly 1, by the argument of Section 4. Let 
K= Q[d, ye] with q integral over Z[e]. Furthermore, if G has a decom- 
position (1) it follows that d, = 0 or d,, = 1. To verify this suppose that 4(z) 
is written as 
N-1 = (I, a, . U-L..., a,,, IA=), 1, exp(B, L(=)),..., 
with a, ,..., a,,,, fl, ,..., pd, E C’;.; recall that G is viewed as embedded in 
P,,,xP,, xP,. Suppose a,z=a,.L(z) and a,,~=a,;L(;); then if d,> 1 
the polynomial a,,,,Z, -a, Z,,,, vanishes on Q(C) but not all of G(C), con- 
trary to the hypothesis that Q(C) is Zariski dense in G(C). 
Let ‘9’ denote the multihomogeneous ideal of all polynomials in the 
homogeneous variables 
z = (Z,,. Z,,,), y = (Y,,..., Y,,, 1, x = (X”,..., J-N) 
which vanish on G. Since throughout this section multihomogeneity is with 
respect to the families of variables Z, Y, X the term trihomogeneous will be 
used for emphasis. Let 
and t = n, + 4 
n-d, 
In this notation the following analogue to Lemma 4.1 holds. 
LEMMA 5.1. There exists a constant c, 2 0 such that for all S > c, there 
exists a trihomogeneous polynomial P(Z, Y, X) E PK[Z, Y, X]\3’ with the 
fiJIowing properties. 
(i ) The multidegree qf P is at most 
((‘: do s” log’s, L’j s” ’ log’ + ‘s, L’$ s” z log’+ ’ S). 
(ii) The 
(‘5 s” log’ + ‘s. 
muximum size qf the cot$ficients qf P is at most 
(iii) The,function 
F(z) = P(1, a,to.z, 1, exp(t, .z),..., exp(B,, .z), h(z)) (14) 
satisfies: 
d’F(z)l, = L(I., = 0 
for ItI <[S”log’S] andyE Y(S)= {s,y, + ... +s,y,:Odsi<S}. 
(15) 
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Proqf Define integers L,, L, , D, and T by 
L, = [d($ log’s], L, = [S” ’ log’+’ S], 
1 
(16) 
) T = [S” log’ S], 
with c’ chosen below, 0 < c” < 1. Let 3 denote a basis for the set of all 
monomials ZiY’Xk of multidegree (L,, L, , D) which are linearly in&pen- 
dent modulo 9’. Note that card(.Y’) 3 c6 L$ L$ II“:. 
Define a polynomial P by 
P(Z, Y, X) = 1 aiqj,,ZiYjXk, 
z’yixk E I 
with undetermined coefficients u~.~,~. Following the approach used in the 
proof of Lemma 4.1, Siegel’s lemma (e.g., Lemma 1.2.2 [ 171) is applied to 
a system of equations corresponding to the conditions that 
~‘F(z)l, = L(J) = 0 t E N”, (t( < T, .VE Y(S), 
where F(z) is defined by (14). 
This is a system no more than T’S’ equations in card .ir’ unknowns. For 
c” small enough, (2) together with the choice of 6, I, L,, L,, D. and T, 
implies that there exist ai,j.L E & so that P is as in the statement of the 
lemma satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let P(Z, Y, X) he us in Lemma 5.1 with F(z) defined 
by (14). There e.uists a constant c, > 0 such thut ,fbr some t,, E N” ,t?th 
It,, 1 < T/2 and some y,, E Y(c,S) 
and 
(?‘“F)(L(y,,)) #O (17) 
log((d’“F)(L(y,))l < -c8Sd+‘log’+’ S. (18) 
Proof Put A = exp,( W) and suppose that G’ is a connected algebraic 
subgroup of G with cod,G’ = r and codA A n G’(C) = s. Moreover assume 
that 
(G/G’) = G;; x Cl;; x G, 
with dim G,, = r2 and r = r0 + r, + rz (with the usual convention that G;;l 
(resp. Cz) is the maximal unipotent (resp. multiplicative) factor of G/G’). 
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For i = I ,..., I put y, = 4( yj) and define Xc G by 
X=;l,Z(c,S/d)+ ... +y,Z(c,S/d), 
where cy > 0 is chosen below. 
The immediate goal is to show that for cg chosen sufficiently large 
card((X+ G’)/G’) < C’,L;PL;ID’~ 
cannot hold. Let ti denote the maximal number of y, ,..., y, which are 
linearly independent modulo G’. The argument of Proposition 4.2 shows 
that k-3/- 1 if r> 1 and k-31-2 if r= 1. Therefore 
card(( X + G’)/G’) 3 (c, S/d)“. (20) 
Let 4: C -+ G/G’(C) denote 4 composed with the canonical mapping 
G-+G/G’. For r> 1, if ti=l- 1 then Ynkerq?#O and if (19) holds, the 
choice of T, L,, L, , D ( 16) implies that for cg sufficiently large 
6(r-s)b/+2r2+r,- I. Hence 
2/(r-s)3(+2rz+r, 
and Theorem 2 applies to G/G’, 6, W/ Wn & to imply that trans 
dego K > 2. This is contrary to the hypothesis above, hence K = I whenever 
I’> 1. 
Then ( 19) and (20) imply that if eg is taken to be sufficiently large and 
I’() # 1 or s # 1 then 
S(r-s)>I+2r,+r,. 
If r. = s = 1 then (19) takes the form 
and since L,, = T, 
But (j+ l)(r, +r2)<0 (since t< -1); therefore 
r,(6- l)+r,(6--2)-1>0 
and 
I(r-s)31+2rz+r, + 1. 
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Thus (C/C’, 4, W/Wn .FG..)e g:,, contrary to our choice of G. Therefore 
(19) does not hold when Y > 1. When Y = 1 note that since A is Zariski 
dense in G(C), s 3 1 and therefore if ( 19) holds then the choice of 
parameters implies that Y” = 1 and ti < 1. But then Y n ker 4 # 0 which is 
impossible since 4: C --f G,,(C) has only a trivial kernel. Therefore there 
exists t, E N” with It, 1 < T/2 and J’~, E Y(c,S) such that ( 17) holds. 
For each t EN” define g,(r) by g,(z)= (i?‘F)(L(:)). It follows from (15) 
that g,(z) vanishes to order at least T/2 at each J-E Y(S) and therefore 
log max ( g&i)1 < -c,,s” +/log’+ ‘S. 
I<1 <c,,.s 
(21) 
From (21) one deduces (18). Thus Proposition 5.2 is established. 
The following corollary may then be deduced from the above 
proposition in the same manner Corollary 4.3 was deduced from 
Proposition 4.2. 
log iQs(tl)l < -+S’)+‘log’+’ S. 
Proof: Omitted. 
For S,, sufficiently large the sequence of polynomials P,,,(.u) = 
Qsr+,,,(.y ), tn E N, may be applied with Gelfond’s criterion (p. 24 [2]) to 
establish that 8 is algebraic. This is contrary to the hypotheses above and 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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